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Abstract
A neutral beam injection (NBI) system is being built for the Stellarator experiment Wendelstein 7‐X
(W7‐X) currently under construction at IPP Greifswald. The NBI system consists of two injectors
which are essentially a replica of the system present in the Tokamak experiment ASDEX‐Upgrade at
IPP Garching. A vacuum system with high pumping speed and large capacity is required to ensure
proper vacuum conditions in the neutral beam line. For this purpose, large titanium sublimation
pumps (TSP) are installed inside the NBI boxes, consisting of 4 m long hanging wires containing Ti
and the surrounding condensation walls. The wires are DC ohmically heated up with 142 A to Ti
sublimation temperature. A TSP system has been operated since many years in the AUG ‐ NBI
system, sublimating Ti in the pauses between the plasma discharges, when no magnetic field is
present. However, at W7‐X the superconducting coils generate a magnetic field permanently during
experimental campaigns, whose stray B field with a maximum of 30 mT, affects the TSPs. Operated
with DC, the wires would be deflected against the surrounding panels due to the Lorentz force. A
simple possible solution is heating with AC, which reduces the wire deflection amplitude, inducing a
risky wire oscillation. The feasibility of the AC operation in an equivalently strong B field such as the
stray B field around W7‐X has been demonstrated in a test stand for different AC waveforms and
frequencies. Several test campaigns have shown no qualitative difference in the pumping properties
between AC and DC operation of the TSP and no critical dynamic behaviour of the wires.
Keywords
Wendelstein 7‐X; Neutral Beam Injection; Titanium sublimation pump; Alternating current; Magnetic
field.

1. Introduction
Neutral beam injection (NBI) is one of the systems used in experimental fusion devices to heat the
magnetically confined plasma to a temperature of several ten million degrees Celsius. At IPP
Garching a positive‐ion‐based NBI system has been used on the ASDEX‐Upgrade (AUG) Tokamak
since 1993 and a similar system is under construction for the Stellarator type device at IPP
Greifswald, Wendelstein 7‐X (W7‐X) [1]. The AUG‐NBI system consists of two injectors with four
positive ion sources each, for H+ and D+. The southeast (SE) injector operates with arc discharge ion
sources and the northwest (NW) injector with radio frequency driven sources. The ion beams are
accelerated with 60 kV (SE) or 93 kV(NW) for D+ during a maximum of 10 seconds and are finally
neutralized in order to penetrate the strong magnetic field (B field) of the device. The total heating
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power of the two injecctors togetheer is up to 13 MW for H0 and
a up to 20 MW for D0. During
D
the 10
0s
3
NBI pulsees, a gas feed
d of up to 30
0 Pa*m /s (H2/D2) is required for beam
m operation, while the gaas
pressure must remain below 10‐2 Pa
P downstreaam in any secction of the b
beam line in order to avoid
high re‐io
onization lossses and eventtually a severe beam blocking event [2].
[ A fast pu
umping system
(3*103 m3/s for H2) with a large caapacity is therefore requirred for each injector. At IPP it has beeen
traditionaally achieved with titaniu
um sublimatio
on pumps (TTSP). In the TSP of the AUG‐NBI,
A
Ti is
sublimed from 4 m lo
ong hanging wires, DC ohmically
o
heaated with 14
42 A, from where Ti atom
ms
sublime and
a then are deposited on water coolled panels, acting as gas molecule gettter. W7‐X is a
supercond
ducting mach
hine with coils that keep a B field of up
p to 3 T permaanently insidee the machine,
uninterrupted during the
t experimeental day. Thee stray B field
d in the torus hall will reacch values up to
t
around 30
0 mT at the frront region off the NBI systtem (fig. 1) [3
3]. In presencee of such stro
ong permanen
nt
B field, th
he DC operated hanging wires
w
would b
be unacceptaably deflected
d by the Loreentz force an
nd
contact other wires orr surroundingg structures. A possible sim
mple solution
n is to heat byy AC instead of
o

Figu
ure 1: Top view
w of the two NB
BI injectors with
h four ion sourrces and
fourr TSPs each. Th
he contour plott shows the sim
mulation of the stray B
field
d of W7‐X in the surroundingss of the NBI sysstem.

hich reduces the lateral displacement but induces oscillations
o
in
n the wires, whose
w
dynam
mic
by DC, wh
behaviourr is however difficult to prredict. A test stand has beeen built with
h the purposee of simulatin
ng
the B field
d conditions of
o the W7‐X stray
s
B field and the TSP op
peration at th
he NBI in W7‐‐X [4].

2. Vaccuum syste
em of the IPP (AUG//W7‐X) NB
BI system
2.1. System
S
desccription and working priinciple
The vacuum system consists
c
per injector of a combinatio
on of fore pu
umps, two turbomolecular
pumps an
nd four large TSPs, develop
ped at IPP. Th
his combination of rotary pumps with metallic getteer
pumps haas already been
b
successfully used in
n other high vacuum sysstems [5] an
nd in previou
us
experiments at IPP. The
T metal sublimation tecchnology pro
ovides a fast pumping sp
peed and largge
capacity for
f the chemically active (O
O2, CO...) and
d medium acttive gases (H2, D2, N2) [6]. The
T inert gasees
(mainly no
oble gases an
nd CH4) are pu
umped solelyy by the turbo
o pumps at a llower pumpin
ng speed.
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In a TSP, Titanium is sublimed fro
om ohmicallyy heated wire
es (sublimato
ors) and condenses on th
he
surroundiing surfaces, building fresh
h metallic layyers. The gas molecules arre captured due
d to compleex
physisorp
ption, chemiso
orption and diffusion
d
proccesses, whosee performancce depends on
n the molecule
type, the temperaturee of the wallss, gas composition, pressu
ure and temp
perature, Ti laayer structurre,
uration level and impuritiies [7]. As more
m
and more moleculess are gettered, the Ti layeer
layer satu
approaches saturation and the pum
mping speed d
decreases. A new
n layer hass to be depossited.

2.2. IPP TSP desccription
The IPP TSSPs have beeen in operatio
on for the lastt 20 years in the AUG NBI with four TSSPs per injecto
or
on the latteral sides off the NBI vaccuum vessel. They operate
e at room temperature with
w a pumpin
ng
3
3
3
speed forr H2/D2 of up to 700 m /s per pump
p (2.8*10 m /s in total)), fulfilling th
he NBI system
requiremeents [8]. A veery large total surface is needed, which
h is achieved with a simple but effectivve
design. Th
he IPP TSP iss 4.2 m high,, 1.5 m widee and 0.25 m deep , divid
ded into ninee chambers by
b
vertical walls
w
hanging from a top flange
f
(fig. 2 a) ). These walls
w
consist o
of water coo
oled aluminium
panels wh
hich are corru
ugated to further increasee the total surface and rou
ugh due to th
he sand castin
ng
productio
on process, which
w
enhancees the adhesion of the firsst Ti layers. In
nside each veertical chambeer
there are
e six 4 m longg wires hangging from thee top flange and connectted in pairs. The wires arre
connected
d at the botttom through
h a partially ceramic insu
ulated Cu brraid loop to accommodatte
different wire
w elongatiion due to thee thermal exp
pansion (fig. 2 b) ). The deesign of the wire
w is inheriteed
from a de
evelopment at
a the French agency CEA in the 70's fo
or similarly larrge TSPs [9]. It consists off a
wire composite with a ø2 mm tantalum core an
nd two wire layers, the first with a ø0.8
8 mm titanium
wire and a ø0.6 mm molybdenum
m
wire wound around, with
h the Mo wirre for stabilizzation, and th
he
second layer with a ø0
0.8 mm woun
nd in the opp
posite direction Ti wire (fig. 2 c) ). The
e resulting 4 m
wire weigghts aprox. 42
25 g, has a laarge Ti conten
nt (around 20
00 g), is relative flexible, can
c be cut to a
desired le
ength and iss easier to handle
h
than tthe more freequently useed Ti‐Mo rigid filaments in
smaller‐sized TSP.

Fig
gure 2: TSP oveerview with thee bottom Cu brraid loop system
m
an
nd the Ti sublim
mators.
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2.3. IPP TSP standard operation
The sublimation cycles of the NBI TSPs occur between AUG discharges (around 25 per day) in the
relatively long pauses among them, avoiding so the interferences with the up to 30 mT stray B field
of the Tokamak. In each TSP chamber only one of the three pairs of wires is heated at a time, until it
cannot be used anymore and it must be switched to the next pair. In general, a whole sublimation
sequence is performed through all chambers at the beginning of the experiment day. One or two
chambers in all four pumps are coated with Ti, changing the chambers sequentially one after
another after every AUG pulse. The Ti sublimation must be pulsed to renew the Ti layers and recover
the pumping speed that decreases as the Ti layers get saturated. The pair of wires is heated up with
typically 142 A DC currents, corresponding to a heating power of around 30‐32 kW, enough to raise
the wire temperature up to 1900 K for 150 seconds. In the first and last 10 s the current is slowly
ramped up and down correspondingly, to avoid abrupt current changes (see fig. 6 for the AC pulse).
For new wires, a conditioning process is performed by carefully increasing the heating current from
cycle to cycle, up to 158 A, until the wire resistance is reduced by around 10% [8]. A possible
explanation for the reduction of the electrical resistance is that the wire temperature locally reaches
the melting temperature of titanium. Consequently the Ti forms a more uniform external layer on
the wire, which increases the wire's electric conductivity and provides a more uniform heat
distribution and Ti sublimation.

2.4. TSP Maintenance and repair
Regular maintenance shutdowns are scheduled to coincide with normal AUG maintenance breaks
with yearly frequency. One factor to be considered is the limited Ti reservoir in the TSP that must
suffice for the required AUG‐NBI operation. The presence of 3 pairs of wires per sublimation
chamber extends the pumping operating time. Due to thermal expansion with the temperature
increase, the wire's Ta core elongates a few cm during every pulse. After cooling down the wire does
not completely return to the original length, an effect that accumulates and after some operational
hours (3.5‐11 h) the bottom Cu braid contacts the floor of the box during a pulse (max permanent
lengthening around 0.11 m) that may lead to mechanical failure or electric contact of the wires. The
most likely explanation for this phenomenon is creep, during which the wire cross‐section also
narrows, eventually causing the wire to break off. If the copper braid contacts the floor or the wire
lengthening is too different between the wires of a pair, a wire can bend and come in contact with
the neighbouring wires, sticking to them. Should this occur and all three pairs of wires in a chamber
are affected, then the whole chamber has been rendered useless, reducing the pumping
performance of the whole TSP. The Ti reservoir in the wires is still large when the copper braid
contacts the box floor, therefore the wires are shortened during maintenance and can be operated
without restrictions till the next box floor contact.

2.5. TSP in W7‐X NBI
The two front TSPs of the NBI system are installed in the closest region to the W7‐X at 1 m range
from its cryostat (fig. 1), where the permanent stray B field reaches around 30 mT. Unlike for other
NBI components further away from the device, magnetic shielding with thick soft iron plates is not
possible, since it would negatively influence the optimized B field configuration of W7‐X. As a
solution, heating by AC instead of DC has been proposed in order to reduce the wire deflection
amplitude. However, the alternating excitation of the wires due to the interaction with the B field
4

produce wire
w accelerations estimatted around 8
85 m/s2 for sin
ne waveform that could also
a have som
me
negative effects
e
on thee operation of
o the TSP:




En
nhance critical fatigue or worsen the inherent wire lengthening, reducing their
t
operatio
on
time.
Caause large wiire displacements if resonaant frequenciies are excited.
Sh
hake off Ti drroplets from the
t wires durring the sublim
mation due to
o the alternatting force. Th
his
co
ould change the structurre of the deposited Ti laayers, and th
hus influence
e the pumpin
ng
properties.

enomena by numerical
n
mo
odels is too complex
c
and it was decideed
The simullation of the involved phe
therefore to proceed with
w the construction of a test stand.

3. Tesst stand for the AC Operation
O
o
of TSP in B field
3.1. Test
T stand se
etup
The test stand
s
for the TSP in B field
d is placed at a former NBII test stand att IPP Garching. The vacuum
vessel is identical
i
with
h those of th
he AUG‐NBI and
a the test TSP is a mod
dified spare pump.
p
Of all 9
sublimatio
on chamberss, one is use
ed with AC o
operation (fig. 3, position
n 3) and ano
other with D
DC
operation
n (fig. 3, posiition 7) in orrder to comp
pare their beehaviour. At the sides off the NBI bo
ox,
windows have been in
nstalled behin
nd the TSP att the bottom and at mid height that allow
a
for direct
observatio
on of the wire
es (fig. 3, b), c)
c ).

Figurre 3: Modified TSP with the 5 windings coil. b) midplane
view through the port with the m
manual shutter. c) bottom view
w
for th
he Cu braid loo
op observation..
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A B field comparable
c
t the one in
to
n W7‐X is pro
oduced in thee test stand by
b means of an
a elongated 5
windings coil made out of ø20x5 mm
m copper p
pipes which is mechanicaally fixed to the
t separatin
ng
walls betw
ween chambe
ers (2‐3 and 3‐4).
3
The windings pass through electrical feedthrou
ughs in the to
op
flange to close the eleectrical circuiit (fig. 3). Thee coil geomettry was optim
mized using Quickfield©
Q
t
to
u
B field up to 39 mT
m inside the sublimation chamber for a coil current of 2800 A D
DC
obtain a uniform

Figure 4: Horrizontal cut‐vieew of the simullated B field prroduced
by the 5 wind
dings coil with 2.8 kA currentt in the sublima
ation
chamber num
mber 3 of the TTSP.

(fig. 4). Th
he B field pro
oduced by thee wires itself is lower than
n 1% with resspect to the one generateed
by the coiil and its effecct is considered here to bee negligible.
A special AC power so
ource has beeen installed tthat can delivver up to 50 kW for 260 V and allows a
wide ran
nge of custo
omization: frequency
f
raange from 60‐1000
6
Hz, different waaveforms an
nd
programm
ming of operaation sequencces.

3.2. Diagnostics
D
Pressure observation
o
With our current setu
up the evoluttion of the pressure inside the box is the only direect observab
ble
related to
o the pumping speed. The
T
absolutee pressure iss measured by a Pennin
ng gauge. Th
he
backgroun
nd gas in the
e box is mainlly residual airr and outgasssed molecules from walls and wires. Fo
or
the first experimental stage no direct
d
feed of H2 is consiidered, which
h will be performed lateer.
Instead, a comparison is performed
d between th
he AC‐ and DC
C‐operated su
ublimation ch
hambers undeer
the same operating paarameters. Th
he most relevvant values to
o be observed
d are the ultiimate pressure
a
many cyycles and the evolution of the
t pressure level during aand after eveery sublimatio
on
reached after
cycle.
Ti deposittion analysis
The Ti layyers deposited with DC an
nd AC could present
p
differences that m
may have an impact on th
he
pumping effect if, for example, theere is formation of Ti strucctures caused
d by the mentioned "shake‐
off" effectt of Ti droplets. The thickn
ness of the deeposited layers could delivver informatio
on on the layeer
history an
nd the depossition rate. Fo
or this purpo
ose, Al samplees are installed as deposiition probes at
mid‐heigh
ht positions in
nside the sub
blimation chambers. During the mainteenance openin
ngs of the bo
ox,
6

they are replaced with
h new ones and
a are consequently anaalysed with m
metallographic tools for th
he
surface an
nd the Ti laye
er characteristtics.
Direct wirre observatio
on
The wire vibration can
n be directly observed thrrough a windo
ow, but only for short periods since th
he
window iss protected by
b a manual shutter to prevent it from
m getting covvered with Ti.
T Through th
he
bottom window
w
it is possible to dirrectly observee the thermal lengtheningg of the pair of
o wires durin
ng
a pulse and also to quantify the permanent
p
leengthening due to creep. The bottom
m glass has no
ot
direct sigh
ht of the wirees and is therrefore not covvered by the sublimed Ti. A video camera is installeed
at the win
ndow to rem
motely observe the movem
ment of the copper
c
braid until it make
es contact witth
the box.
amic behavio
our ‐ accelera
ation sensors
Wire dyna
A monitorring system for wire vibrattion was deveeloped in ord
der to detect the oscillatio
on of the wirees,
which is transmitted
t
to their fixatio
ons in the eleectrical feedtthroughs of th
he top flangee. It consists of
o
tightly claamped suppo
orts around the insulatingg Al2O3 cylinders of the feedthrough each containin
ng
two accelleration sensors perpendiicular to each
h other, with
h one orienteed in the dire
ection of the B
field as sh
hown in figure
e 5. The stiffn
ness of the co
onstruction allows the sen
nsors to recorrd the dampeed
transversee oscillation of
o the wire's fixations
f
as a qualitative measure
m
of the wire oscillations.
The accelleration sensors contain piezoelectric
p
crystals whicch are robusst to electrom
magnetic noisse
and stablee with respecct to temperaature changess. Their signals were proceessed in Labvview® to obtain

Figuree 5: Cut view off the electric feeedthrough with the
acceleeration sensorss for the wire vvibration deteccting system.

frequencyy spectrum and
a
signal in
ntensity. Thee aim was to
o identify safe AC param
meters for th
he
operation
n of the TSP with
w the W7‐X
X stray B field conditions.

3.3. Experimenta
E
al program
The first objective
o
of the
t this experimental cam
mpaign was to
o demonstratte that AC op
peration of th
he
TSP was possible
p
unde
er 39 mT B field conditionss. After that, the
t effect of tthe oscillation
ns on the wirees
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in terms of wire reliability and pumping was tested. As a reference, the standard DC pulse
parameters, sequences and procedures have been assumed. The AC pulse lasts 150 s, where the
current is ramped during 10 s at the beginning and end of the pulse and it is maintained constant for
the rest of the time at 142 A RMS averaged. In AC operation, the waveform and the frequency must
be defined. Depending on the waveform, the wave peak to peak value is larger than the required
RMS value: √2 larger for sine, √3 larger for triangle, while for square it is the same (crest factor
definition). This could play a role in the dynamics of the wire since the instantaneous Lorentz force
depends on the instantaneous current value. For the beginning, the sine waveform was chosen.
Figure 6 shows a standard sublimation cycle with standard electric parameters and ramped
frequency from 400 to 520 Hz. The current is ramped in the first 10 s up to the nominal 142 A. After
30 s the wires reach thermal equilibrium which can be observed in the stabilization of the voltage
and electrical resistance. At that point, the frequency starts being ramped with typically 1 Hz/s in
order to avoid staying for a long time at potentially resonant frequencies. In the last 10 s the current
is ramped down.

Figure 6: Standard cycle for AC wire operation with ramped frequency
variation from 400 to 520 Hz. Left axis: current (I), voltage (U) and
frequency (f). Right axis: electrical resistance (R).

Along this first campaign six experimental stages have been worked through:
1. First cycles were performed without B field. The heating current was increased
subsequently in every pulse with sine waveform and a frequency ramp from 400 to 520 Hz.
2. The B field strength was increased stepwise up to the maximum B field (39 mT) with
standard AC heating current (142 A).
3. The conditioning sequence of new wires was tested with maximum B field.
4. The influence of the frequency was checked with frequency scans in the range 150‐
820 Hz, in 120 Hz ramp intervals, upwards and downwards.
5. Sublimation cycles with square and triangle waveforms were performed, again with
frequency scans.
6. In the end, tests under severe conditions were performed in order to test the dynamic
reaction of the wires and the consequences of a sudden AC current interruption, a B field
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ch
hange/interru
uption or successive pulsee operation with
w constant frequency att high vibratio
on
am
mplitudes.

4. Ressults
4.1. Electrical
E
me
easurementts
Figure 7 shows
s
a summ
mary of the electrical
e
paraameters of th
he almost 800
0 sublimation
n cycles carrieed
out with AC
A ohmically heated wires in the first experimental campaign. In total seven
n pairs of wirees
have been
n used. The number
n
of thee wire pair is indicated in the
t top of fig. 7. The first two
t pairs werre
previouslyy used wiress (indicated by
b #). The reemaining five
e pairs of wires, being neew, had to be
b
conditioned. This was performed su
uccessfully with the 39 mTT B field on. During
D
the conditioning, th
he
current, shown
s
as blu
ue circles, is increased steepwise up to
o 158 A until a reduction of 10% of th
he
electric reesistance, sho
own as green
n squares, is observed. Moreover
M
two of the pairs of wires were
utilized fo
or a second time after their shortening (marked with
h *).
The nominal operation
n current wass set to 142 A,
A but a smalll variance of the
t measured
d current from
this valuee is observed
d and causeed by a depeendency of the
t
current control on frequency
f
an
nd
waveform
m. This effect is not critical for the later operation and
a can easilyy be correcteed. During wire
operation
n at constant current, the electrical resistance increeases fairly liinearly with the
t number of
o
sublimatio
on cycles duee to the wire lengthening aand the consequent sectio
on narrowingg. The values of
o
the resisttance in fig. 7 also show a large scattter between
n different paairs of wires,, despite theeir
identical construction.. As a direct consequencee, the requirred heating p
power for constant curren
nt
operation
n (red column
ns) ranges from 23 to 35 kW
W.

Figurre 7: a) Summa
ary of the electtrical measurem
ments during the
t experimenttal campaign for
f 7
pairss of wires (# alrready conditioned test wires ‐ * shortened wires). b) Zoom
med view of a wire
w
cond
ditioning sequeence.
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4.2. Pressure
P
obsservations
In figure 8,
8 two condittioning sequeences of used
d wires after venting of th
he vessel are shown for th
he
AC and DC
C driven pairss of wires. The pressure att the beginnin
ng of the sequ
uences was not
n at the sam
me
level and for the DC caase the condittioning proceess was interrupted and co
ontinued on th
he next day, as
a
e break in thee time axis. In the condittioning sequeence the heaating current is
can be seeen from the
increased stepwise aftter each cyclee, starting fro
om around 40
0 A. The wiress and the surrounding walls
outgas du
ue to the heaating and cause a pressuree burst that is only pumpeed by the turrbopumps. Th
he
shape of the
t pressure burst during the sublimation cycle changes as soon as Ti begins to
t sublime an
nd
conseque
ently to pump
p, which hap
ppens for botth AC and DC
C above 120 A. From that moment th
he
heating current is raissed up to thee standard value of 142 A,
A while the pumping effect increase is
observablle after each heating cyclle. After approximately th
he same num
mber of AC and DC heatin
ng
‐5
cycles, the pressure reeached a similar pressure level of about 10 Pa. Du
uring the exp
periments witth
both AC and
a DC operation, the ultim
mate measurred pressure reached the mid 10‐6 Pa reegion, which is
the typicaal pressure level also in AUG‐NBI aftter a long tim
me of vacuum conditioniing with man
ny
sublimatio
on cycles with
h four TSPs.

Figuree 8: Pressure evolution
e
for AC
A and DC op
peration on thee first operatiion day after vessel
venting and pumpin
ng down with the
t rotary pum
mps. For both AC and DC there is a pausee after
two op
peration hours,
s, which in the case
c
of DC opeeration was ressumed on the ffollowing day.

4.3. Ti
T layer charracterization
n
Samples from
f
six com
mplete sublim
mation sequeences for botth AC and DC
D have been
n studied. Th
he
surface was
w inspected
d with a scanning electron
n microscope
e (SEM) to vissualize the sttructure of th
he
deposited
d Ti layer. Over a broad raange of scalees it showed no
n remarkable difference in the surfacce
roughnesss between th
he probes in the DC operrated chambeer and the AC
C operated chamber in th
he
presence of a 39 mT B field (fig. 9 bottom). In b
both AC and DC probes, equally rough surfaces were
observed,, which is re
equired for proper
p
pump
ping conditio
ons [10]. No evidence off large dropleet
formation
n due to shake off was obsserved.
1
10

The layerr thickness, its
i structure and adhesio
on was analyysed with a confocal laser microscop
pe
(CLSM), on
o a transverse cut of th
he samples ((fig. 9 top). The
T depositeed Ti layers revealed goo
od
adhesion to the Al sub
bstrate. Assum
ming constant Ti depositio
on rate, a rou
ugh estimate was calculateed
of 0.07 to
o 0.18 μm/pu
ulse for DC and
a of 0.11 to 0.21 μm/pu
ulse for AC. According to
o the literature
[7][10], a minimum deposition of 0.035 μm/pulsse is required for the maximum specificc high pumpin
ng
speeds an
nd capacity. In
n both AC and DC, the film
ms present vo
oids and cavities (fig. 9 top
p) which can be
b
attributed
d either to a poor layer deposition quality or damaage that occu
urred after polishing of th
he
sample.
position of th
he layer in different
d
posiitions was studied with tthe energy‐diispersive X‐raay
The comp
spectroscopy techniqu
ue (EDS). The result showed mainly Ti concentraations from 80 to 90 % in
weight, ass can be expe
ected, with trraces of oxygeen (4‐9 %) and nitrogen (1
1‐2.5 %), whicch correspond
ds
to the baackground air gases. Therre is howeveer a rather laarge amountt of compoun
nds containin
ng
carbon (2
2.5 ‐ 10 %), whose
w
origin is to be clariffied but mostt probably co
omes from im
mpurities in th
he
wires.

Figure 9:
9 top: CLSM ca
apture of the Tii layers ‐ bottom: 250x magn
nified capture o
of SEM probe
surface. Left side: AC operation,
o
right side: DC operration.

4.4. Results
R
of th
he wire vibraation monito
oring system
m
The wire vibration
v
mon
nitoring systeem with two perpendicula
p
r acceleration
n sensors perr wire has beeen
successfully employed
d for three pairs of wirres. The me
easured acceelerations are
e assumed to
t
nd to the accceleration off wire fixations inside the
e vessel and to some exttent with wire
correspon
oscillation
ns. The interp
pretation of these
t
results has been don
ne in a qualittative and com
mparative waay
through the
t RMS value of the voltaage signal fro
om the senso
ors which corresponds (1 V to 1 m/s2) tto
the senso
or acceleration
n. Figure 10 shows
s
the sen
nsor response
e of three paiirs of wires fo
or sine and on
ne
of them also
a for squarre waveform with the freq
quency during multiple freequency scan
ns in the rangge
from 200
0 to 820 Hz for
f the nom
minal operatio
on conditionss. The signals of the sen
nsors orienteed
1
11

perpendiccularly to the
e B field are shown in the top
t panel of figure 10 while the bottom
m panel show
ws
the parallel signals. Lines in the same
s
colour correspond to
t the same pair of wirees. From thesse
measurem
ments, an avverage value and its standard deviatio
on, represented by the error
e
bars, are
calculated
d at each frequency. As can be observved, the senssor signals weere repeatab
ble with mosttly
low stand
dard deviation
n for the same wire. The frrequency resp
ponse seems to be charactteristic of eacch

Figure 10
0: RMS value with
w the excitattion frequency ffor 3 different pairs of wires (in black, red
and dark blue) with sinee waveform an
nd 39 mT B fielld. On top: acc.. sensors oriented
f
on bottom
m: oriented pa
arallel. The light blue curves ccorrespond to
perpendiccular to the B field.
the third pair of wires operated
o
with square
s
wavefo
orm.

wire. Thee largest standard deviattion values aare observed
d after manyy frequency scans. This is
probably caused by the changes occcurring in the wires such as the contin
nuous wire leengthening an
nd
the mass change due to
t the Ti sublimation, whicch might sligh
htly modify the wire dynam
mics.
ng the two sensor orien
ntations, thee perpendicular sensors showed largger signals, in
Comparin
agreemen
nt with the direction
d
of th
he Lorentz fo
orce. A criticaal parameterr is the waveeform. For sin
ne
waveform
m, the maxim
mum signal am
mplitude reaached around
d 0.5 V in a ccentral region from 300 to
t
700 Hz. No
N clear patttern has bee
en identified but local maaxima appeaar at some frrequencies fo
or
different wires in each
h direction. Under
U
300 Hz and over 700
0 Hz, there seeems to be a correlation of
o
increasingg sensor signals with increeasing frequeencies. The siignal responsse of the square waveform
m,
plotted in
n figure 10 (ligght blue) is up
p to three tim
mes larger than in the sine waveform peerpendicular tto
the B field
d. The explanation can be found in the spectral analyysis.
By meanss of the "Sh
hort Time Fo
ourier Transfform" (STFT),, time depen
ndent spectrrographs were
calculated
d from the se
ensor signals. Figure 11 sho
ows those sp
pectra for the sine, square and triangulaar
waveform
ms for standarrd pulse curre
ent and 39 m
mT B field. In the
t first 30 s of the wire heating
h
up, th
he
frequencyy is kept con
nstant at 400
0 Hz and then
n ramped up
p to 520 Hz w
with a 1 Hz/ss slope. In th
he
presence of a B field, the acceleration sensor siggnals showed higher harmo
onics of the heating
h
current
frequencyy than witho
out B field. For the sine waveform (o
on top), the fundamentaal frequency is
accompan
nied by manyy other highe
er harmonics. After 100 s the B field was
w interruptted in the sin
ne
1
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Figure 11
1: STFT spectrograms of threee heating cyclees for sine(top),, square
(middle) and triangle (b
bottom).

cycle, with a lower ressulting signal and with only the fundam
mental frequeency and the first harmoniic.
For squarre and trianggle waveform
ms, the signaal responses had many harmonics with
w
amplitud
de
sometimees even larger than the fu
undamental frequency. Fo
or these wavees, however, new harmon
nic
frequencies appeared with the ram
mped frequen
ncy change, both
b
increasin
ng and decreaasing but witth
constant larger slope. The decreasiing ramped ffrequencies are actually caaused by the aliasing effect
of the still higher harmonics (oveer 3.2k Hz) due
d to the selected
s
sam
mpling rate. Despite
D
havin
ng
theoreticaally lower insstantaneous amplitude,
a
th
he square waaveform yield
ded higher siggnal amplitud
de
values thaan sine wavefform and triangle as can be observed in
n figure 10.
In order to test the resiliency
r
of the wires, a pair of wire
es have been
n repeatedly operated in a
frequencyy region wherre, at least in
n one directio
on it appeared
d to be a reso
onant freque
ency for square
waveform
m (fig. 10 botttom at 405 Hz). Even in th
his worst case
e no adverse behaviour off the wires haas
been encountered. Th
he risk of failure is then believed to be
b lower witth sine waveform. For that
reason ussing the sine wave
w
is appoiinted as the m
most appropriate choice.
The direcct observatio
on of the wiires revealed
d in no case
e large directtly observable deflection
ns.
However, a sub Hertz oscillation is observed aftter some even
nts such as a sudden interrruption of th
he
urrent. This will
w be avoided during operration with a proper contrrol system.
heating cu

4.5. Wire
W lengthe
ening and liffetime
The experrience with the seven pairs of wires iss that the operational tim
me for AC‐ and DC‐operateed
wires agreees well with the vast experience for th
he AUG‐NBI with
w wires fro
om the same delivery batch.
Operatingg times of 3.5
5‐4.5 h can be
b expected ffor new wire
es. After the shortening, further
f
6.5‐7.5
hours of operation are
e possible un
ntil the Ti resservoir in the
e wires is alm
most depleted
d (fig. 12). Th
he
spread am
mong the wirres and specially for the d
different batcches (as mentioned in [8]) is intrinsic to
t
the wire design
d
and an
n effect due to
t the manuffacturing process, which cannot
c
be easily controlled.
1
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In the end
d, this discre
epancy obligees to schedulee more frequ
uent maintenance
stops to shorten
s
the wires
w
and careefully estimatte the wire leength in order not
to risk sticcking of wiress and losing pumping
p
cham
mbers.
The wire lengthening is faster at th
he beginningg, followed a deceleration that
n hours (fig. 13). This liinear
becomes linear afterr a couple of operation
behaviourr remains after the wire shortening.
s
Th
he evolution of this behavviour
fits with the
t theory off creep that has
h a primaryy phase with larger strain rate
than in th
he secondary phase or steaady state creeep zone, wheere the elongaation
stabilizes.. The tertiary creep phase has not been
n observed in the experiments,
when thee elongation accelerates due to local section narrrowing that ends
with breaaking of the wire. This occurs
o
howevver sometimees in the no
ormal
operation
n of the AUG‐NBI.

Figure 12: right: new
n
w
left: almo
ost
Ti wire.
dep
pleted wire.

The different lengthening was alsso observed for each wirre within a pair
p of wires [8]. The non‐
uniform le
engthening of the wires in
n a pair of wirres could easily lead to failure and for that reason th
his
phenomenon should be
b studied in further
f
detaill.

Figure 13
3: Residual wirre lengthening attributed to creep
c
as a funcction of the
operatio
on time for new
w and shorteneed wires. Δl is th
he relative disttance to the
fix wall that
t
can be obsserved from th
he bottom wind
dow.

5. Con
nclusion
The suitability of the AC operatio
on for the TSSP of the ne
ew NBI systeem of the W7‐X,
W
has beeen
demonstrrated in a ded
dicated test sttand equippeed with a mod
dified IPP TSP
P. An experim
mental program
has been carried out, performing around
a
800 A
AC cycles with seven pairss of wires in a B field up to
t
39 mT and no major event.
e
By maaking use of AC
A heating currents, the critical effectt of the stron
ng
stray B field
f
in the sublimators
s
can be overrcome for th
he long term
m operation of W7‐X. Th
he
informatio
on gathered has allowed to compare AC‐ and DC‐driven TTSPs, showing no relevan
nt
differencee with respecct to the pum
mping effect, w
wire lengthen
ning and wiree reliability. The
T risks of th
he
oscillatingg dynamic be
ehaviour of th
he ohmically heated sublimators in prresence of th
he B field havve
been measured with acceleration
n sensors an
nd a safe an
nd reliable o
operation off the pump is
1
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guaranteed. Based on the study of this dynamic behaviour a recommendation is given to operate
with a sine waveform and a ramped frequency sequence during the pulse instead of a fix frequency,
in order to avoid staying for a long time at possible resonant frequencies. No such resonant
phenomena occurred with critical consequences during the experiments.
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